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Abstract: This article presents a novel installation for the development of hybrid physical-numerical
flood models in an augmented reality environment. This installation extends the concept introduced
by the well-known Augmented Reality-SandBox (AR-Sandbox) module, which presents a more
educational, and less research-based and professional application. It consists of a physical scale
topography built in a sandbox into which other elements (such as buildings, roads or dikes) can be
incorporated. A scanner generates, in real time, a Digital Terrain Model (DTM) from the sandbox
topography, which serves as a basis for the simulation of overland flow using professional hydraulic
software (Iber+). The hydraulic and hydrological parameters (surface roughness, inlet discharges,
boundary conditions) are entered with a simple Graphical User Interface (GUI) developed specifically
for this project, as indeed was the entire system that allows the visualization of the simulation results.
This allows us to obtain quantitative results of flood extension and magnitude, which are represented
directly over the physical topography, yielding a realistic visual effect. This installation is conceived
for both educational and professional uses. An example of its use is presented, through which its
accuracy can be appreciated, and which also illustrates its potential.
Keywords: physical modelling; numerical modelling; floods; fluvial hydraulics; innovative facilities;
augmented reality

1. Introduction
Traditionally there have been two methodologies for the analysis of hydraulic phenomena:
numerical methods and physical models. Physical hydraulic modelling provides closeness to the
problem and a visualization of the physical environment that is difficult to achieve with numerical
models. [1]. Observing a problem in three dimensions, perceiving how water flows over a floodplain,
and proposing solutions to avoid this, can be done in a much more intuitive way with a physical model
than in a numerical model [2].
On the other hand, numerical models have evolved considerably in recent years. Most of the
problems that can be studied by means of physical models can now also be approached using numerical
models. In particular, within the field of flood risk management, the use of physical models is
becoming less frequent, since nowadays numerical models provide reliable and accurate solutions [3,4].
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In addition, physical models require large and expensive installations [5,6], which sometimes makes
them very uncompetitive.
Thus, when faced with a conventional hydraulic problem such as the evaluation of river
inundations and the design of defensive barriers or controlled flooding areas, the current trend
is towards numerical modeling, although this entails a certain distance from physical reality and
does not encourage the development of new creative solutions arising from the three-dimensional
observation of the problems and from immersion in the terrain.
3D visualization technologies that allow for virtual immersion are currently available [7]. Technical
staff feel comfortable working in an immersive way in these environments, and thus this line of work
should be encouraged. Since the late 1990s, installations for the interactive display of topographic
models have been available for educational purposes, such as TerraVision [8] and SANTI [9]. These are
based on the simulation in real time of topographic or cartographic models projected onto a surface
(not necessarily a screen) or globes [10]. The use of these installations is usually museum-based,
and therefore they tend to be manipulated by some system of natural interaction, without visible
devices. Examples in museums and exhibitions around the world can be found, simulating everything
from urban growth to nature trails and hurricane behavior. There are also examples of technical use,
some of which were developed by the authors [11]. When video mapping techniques are applied to a
real object in installations of this type, the result is to augment reality with projected digital information.
If, in addition, the geometry is mutable, its shape must be recognized at all times through some kind
of sensor. Several initiatives have been developed in this direction within the field of topographic
representation, among which MIT’s SandScape [12], iSandBox [13], Projection augmented relief models
(PARM) [14] and the popular ARSandbox [15,16] stand out.
On the other hand, a collaborative approach to flood problems offers various advantages.
These include being able to discuss and debate technical solutions in a group while observing the flow
in a physical model; testing alternatives in real time by means of small changes in the physical reality,
carried out quickly; and seeing how the water varies its circulation, for example, by opening a diversion
or by placing a barrier to the flow to protect an urban area. Such an approach brings the issues closer to
all those involved, be they technical personnel or others linked to the project without technical training.
This latter group, they undoubtedly visualize solutions better in a physical environment than on a
screen or with virtual reality glasses.
In addition, physical models have considerable value in the realm of teaching. Not everyone is
able to visualize three-dimensional flooded areas drawn on a screen or on a map. At the same time,
the training of technicians should include contact with physical reality. Obviously, it is optimal that
this physical reality be as real as possible, and it is better to visit a real infrastructure than a scale model.
However, a scale model allows us to vary the operating conditions and to test situations that could
never be created in the real world, and this is undoubtedly of great educational value. Such physical
models are also valuable as a means of disseminating and extending scientific-technical knowledge
and interest. In this way, high school students can find hydraulic laboratories attractive, an effective
way of encouraging them to consider scientific-technical careers.
Hydraulic laboratories and physical models are expensive and thus it is not always economically
feasible to use them. Using numerical models is a more economically efficient approach that might be
applied in cases in which the numerical solution is reliable and accurate. This article proposes a hybrid
solution, based on the development of a small-scale physical model, the calculation of water flow by
numerical methods and the representation of the solution by projecting the results of the numerical
model onto the physical model, which creates a feeling of “virtual water”. This is done in a rapid
work cycle, which allows for the observation of solutions practically in real time. This way of working
combines the accuracy and low cost of a numerical model with realistic immersion in the physical
reality of the problem.
The basic idea is to extend the concept and performance of the well-known Augmented Reality
SandBox (AR-SandBox) installations (Figure 1). The Augmented Reality Sandbox was developed
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by the UC Davis W.M. Keck Center for Active Visualization in the Earth Sciences (KeckCAVES,
http://www.keckcaves.org), supported by the National Science Foundation, whose purpose is essentially
essentially didactic [17]. AR‐SandBox presents simplified‐equation models for the generation of
didactic [17]. AR-SandBox presents simplified-equation models for the generation of virtual rain and
virtual rain and runoff transformation on basin surfaces, as well as for water storage in reservoirs. It
runoff transformation on basin surfaces, as well as for water storage in reservoirs. It has the enormous
has the enormous advantage of providing instantaneous calculations and visual results, taking into
advantage of providing instantaneous calculations and visual results, taking into account the variations
account the variations in the basin topography. Conversely, it does not allow to the introduction or
in the basin topography. Conversely, it does not allow to the introduction or obtaining of any type of
obtaining of any type of quantitative data, which makes AR‐SandBox an essentially recreational and
quantitative data, which makes AR-SandBox an essentially recreational and educational facility that
educational facility that does is not suitable for professional purposes.
does is not suitable for professional purposes.
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Figure 1. (a) General view of the Augmented Reality SandBox (AR-SandBox) module located in the
Figure 1. (a) General view of the Augmented Reality SandBox (AR‐SandBox) module located in the
Centre for Technological Innovation in Construction and Civil Engineering (CITEEC) facilities, and (b)
Centre for Technological Innovation in Construction and Civil Engineering (CITEEC) facilities, and
detail of the topography projection on the sand.
(b) detail of the topography projection on the sand.
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Building a geometry in the sandbox that represents the terrain to be modeled and incorporates
the desired additional elements (buildings, dikes, etc.).
Extracting the digital elevation model (DEM) from the geometry. For this purpose, MEDUSA-6
includes as an element for topographic restitution a Kinect sensor, the same as the one used
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The technical elements that allow above work cycle are shown in Figure 3:
1.

2.

3.

4.
5.

6.

A sandbox of 2.4 × 2.4 m2 . This is much larger than the usual standards for the AR-Sandbox,
since the aim is to be able to implement relatively complex geometries, without reaching the
precision of the physical models of the traditional hydraulic laboratories, yet with a relatively
good degree of definition.
The sand bed has an average depth of 40 cm, which allows the easy generation of river reaches,
depressions and reservoir areas at various scales. The range of reasonable scales to represent in
this installation is 100–1000, and it is possible to work with distorted scales in horizontal and
vertical directions.
The sensors and cameras that allow us to obtain the height of the sand surface and objects placed
in the sandbox, with which the digital model of elevations will be calculated. The installation is
modular and allows the configuration of any element. Currently, we are working with a Kinect-2
module, which is placed 3.5 m above the average sand height. This module integrates a distance
sensor (depth camera), thus making it possible to superimpose the DTM onto the image of the
sandbox. The depth camera of the Kinect-2 module works by sending a structured infrared
light pattern of 34,749 points repeated 3 × 3 times over the scene. The scene is captured from
a slightly offset point of view, obtaining the distance to the sensor by computing the parallax
of each of the points. The resolution and precision of the position information will therefore
be variable, since the density of points projected onto a surface will decrease with the distance
of the sensor from it, both in horizontal and vertical aperture and in depth. In this installation,
the horizontal and vertical resolution between measurements is 0.72 cm for an average distance
of 3 m. The resolution in depth is also variable, as we have noted. Although there are no
manufacturer specifications, there are studies that indicate a depth resolution of 2.4 cm at a
distance of 3 m [19]. However, the measurements taken in our installation give us a vertical
resolution of 1.4 cm, regarding the distance between the sand surface and the Kinect-2 sensor.
The projection onto the sandbox of the contours defined by the sensors, and the results of the
model, are done by a conventional projector. The specific model in the MEDUSA-6 installation is
the Vivitek DX281ST (Vivitek, The Netherlands) and was chosen for its projection surface and its
luminosity at an accessible cost.
An opaque curtain for a more suitable projection space.
A control station where the software package TopoSandBox, registered at the University of A.
Coruña, is installed. This software performs all operations related to the work cycle in a compact
way, including the numerical simulation with the Iber software (which is also integrated into
the system). In this way, all work develops with great simplicity and from a single interface,
accessible to any type of user, thus allowing didactic or professional uses. A screen is available
for the visualization of the model and for the projection of the results onto the sandbox itself.
The simulator is calibrated by projecting the computer screen displaying topographical
features, such as contour lines, which are obtained from the depth data measurements of
the Kinect-2 module. Then, a small calibration tool that is included in the TopoSandBox software
allows translation and zooming of the projection until it matches the real world coordinates.
Regular-shaped objects, easy to identify, should be placed on the sand to facilitate the procedure.

All the elements that make up MEDUSA-6 can be considered low-cost technology and all the
software packages developed are open or free to use, so that anyone interested in reproducing the
installation can do so at a very moderate cost and without paying for licenses.
Obviously, all the limitations that apply to conventional physical models, due to the choice of the
Froude similarity criterion, or the scale effects linked to the viscosity or surface tension of the water,
do not apply to this installation. However, limitations do arise due to the precision of the sensors that
detect the elevations and the shadow effects that can be generated, for example, by a bridge over the
riverbed. If we want to analyze the effect of the piles of a bridge, we can include them without any
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problem, but if the bridge deck is also included, the sensors will not see the river below and it will be
identified as if it were a small dam. Such limitations must be taken into account, and mechanisms will
probably be found to solve them in future versions of the installation.
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explicit in time, which implements Roe’s scheme [22] for the discretization of the convective flux
terms and an upwind discretization of the topography [23]. This gives the code a high degree of
flexibility and robustness to model water flow over complex topographies and geometries at any
spatial scale and resolution. Specific details relating to the mathematical implementation can be
found in Bladé et al. [21] and the references therein.
The hydrodynamic equations solved by Iber constitute a high‐fidelity physically‐based
mathematical model, and at the present time these are assumed to be the most efficient representation
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Regarding its reliability, the software Iber has been widely applied to river inundation modelling
in real-world cases [24–27], and it has been validated with field and laboratory data as well as analytical
solutions in many previous studies [21,28–30].
The GPU parallelized version of the model (Iber+) decreases by two orders of magnitude the time
required to perform a simulation, being able to produce results faster than real-time in real-world
applications [20]. In fact, this software has recently been implemented in several flood early warning
systems [31,32]. Thus, this high-speed computation makes Iber+ perfectly suitable for use in this facility.
An additional advantage of using Iber is that, although the model was originally developed for
hydraulic computations of river flow, in recent years its range of applications has been expanded to
the simulation of hydrological processes [33], water quality in rivers [34,35], urban drainage [36,37],
soil erosion and sediment transport [38–40], fish habitat in rivers [41,42] and wood transport in
rivers [43]. Thus, although the present version of MEDUSA-6 is only intended to simulate river flow,
future versions could incorporate the ability to deal with hydrological simulations at the catchment
scale and water quality simulations in rivers.
2.2.2. Implementation in MEDUSA-6
The measurement of the elevation map and its projection onto the sand is managed through a code
developed with Processing 3.0 software. This is coding software developed by researchers at MIT [18]
and is designed to facilitate the programming of audiovisual elements. One of the libraries included
with this software makes it possible to obtain the point cloud measurement with the Xbox Kinect 2
sensor. The code developed for MEDUSA-6 allows for the real time measurement and projection of the
elevations according to the shapes drawn in the sand. Besides this module, the code includes more
visualization functions, such as: (i) hypsometric, (ii) contours, and (iii) light & shadows, but their
description is beyond the scope of this work.
A function has been programmed to export an instantaneous height map of the sand shape.
In addition, a script has been developed in Matlab to implement the calculation of the hydrological
model with Iber+ in the exported topography. To do this, the first step is to replace the height
measurements in the input file of Iber. Then, the x-, y- and z-coordinates are multiplied by a scale factor
with the possibility of distorting the model, introducing a horizontal and a vertical scale. Moreover,
the river baseflow can be established, and the study hydrograph is selected. Within the process of
preparing the input data, a ‘hot start’ is considered so that steady flow conditions in the basin can be
reached before the beginning of the hydrograph selected.
To simplify the TopoSandBox code, meshes with cell sizes ranging from 1 to 10 cm were pre-set,
all of them structured, which allowed for quick visual analyses of the outcome differences regarding
the spatial discretization (Figure 4). The mesh with the largest number of elements was built with a
cell size of 1 cm (total 52,900 elements), as this was close to the resolution of the Xbox Kinect 2 inside
the sand square (335 × 335 pixels). Thus, this mesh setup allows us to model a flood event of 3 h in
a river basin of 1.3 km2 in approximately 1 min of computational time (i.e., almost 200 times faster
than real time), using a standard computer with a NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1050 Ti, a very affordable
hardware configuration.
Once the simulation is performed, the output files obtained with Iber+ are loaded from the
Processing code itself to project the result time series onto sand. Although the hydraulic software
implementation in TopoSandBox code was performed for Iber+, it would be possible to develop a
similar procedure to apply other hydraulic models. In the following section, the educational and
training use of MEDUSA-6 will be discussed. In addition, it application to a case study will be described,
in which a storm episode on a river basin and the use of flood protection systems are simulated.
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study will be described, in which a storm episode on a river basin and the use of flood protection
sandbox of a topography delivered on a physical support, so that the colors of the projection indicate
systems are simulated.
whether the terrain is above or below the target level, and also for the reproduction of architectural
structures
in their
environment
the analysis
of light and shadows.
3.
Use of the
Installation
and a for
Quantitative
Example
With a young audience in mind, different teaching experiences can be easily designed, as for
instance
the visualization
of Use
rainfall-runoff transformation in a simple hydrological basin, which can
3.1. Educational
and Training
be complemented with graphs of the different water balance components, or the effects of different
CITEECmeasures
is a research
center
that receives
visitsthe
from
hundreds
floodThe
protection
in a river
reach.
Furthermore,
simulator
canofbeschool‐age
configuredchildren
to showand
the
young
people.
The
proposed
augmented
reality
facility
has
many
educational
possibilities.
Beyond
influence of parameters such as basin slope, permeability or the macro-roughness in the surface
flow
the
field of hydraulic
engineering,
experimental
tests are
being designed
for thelead
reproduction
in the
calculation,
for instance,
the differences
in the time-flow
distribution
that would
the permeability
sandbox
of
a
topography
delivered
on
a
physical
support,
so
that
the
colors
of
the
projection
indicate
in urban and green areas, considering the infiltration processes and the temporary storage in permeable
whether
the[44].
terrain
is above
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level,Valipour
and also[45],
for the
architectural
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Similar
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of Viero
thereproduction
effect of theoforientation
of
structures
in
their
environment
for
the
analysis
of
light
and
shadows.
macro-roughness on the ground could be also highlighted for educational purposes.
With
young audience
in mind,
experiences
easilyIfdesigned,
as the
for
In theaprofessional
field, the
types different
of model teaching
that can be
developedcan
are be
similar.
we consider
instance
the
visualization
of
rainfall‐runoff
transformation
in
a
simple
hydrological
basin,
which
can
example described in the following section, the visualization of the effect of a controlled flood zone as
be
complemented
with
graphs
of the different
waterBased
balance
components,
the effects
of different
a measure
for flood
control
(included
in the Nature
Solutions
(NBS)or
block)
for non-technical
flood
protection
measures
in
a
river
reach.
Furthermore,
the
simulator
can
be
configured
to
show
the
stakeholders on the MEDUSA-6 installation is highly illustrative, and the fact that the involved
parties
influence
of can
parameters
suchand
as basin
slope,
permeability
or of
thethe
macro‐roughness
in thea surface
flow
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manipulate
directly
evaluate
the effect
measures generates
stakeholder
calculation,
for
instance,
the
differences
in
the
time‐flow
distribution
that
would
lead
the
engagement effect that is difficult to achieve by other means.
permeability
in
urban
and
green
areas,
considering
the
infiltration
processes
and
the
temporary
Once a basic solution is outlined and modelled, the topography and the assets susceptible to
storage
in permeable
sub‐layerswith
[44]. the
Similar
to thecompatible
work of Viero
[45],
of the
being flooded
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precision
withand
theValipour
limitations
ofthe
theeffect
equipment,
orientation
of
macro‐roughness
on
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ground
could
be
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for
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and quantitative solutions can be offered, at the same level as in any conventional physical or numerical
In the
professional
field,
the types
of model
that can
developed
similar.
If we
consider thea
model,
using
an auxiliary
screen
to project
graphics
or be
figures
in realare
time,
making
MEDUSA-6
example described
thegreat
following
section, the visualization of the effect of a controlled flood zone
professional
facilityin
with
potential.
as a measure for flood control (included in the Nature Based Solutions (NBS) block) for non‐technical
stakeholders on the MEDUSA‐6 installation is highly illustrative, and the fact that the involved
parties themselves can manipulate and directly evaluate the effect of the measures generates a
stakeholder engagement effect that is difficult to achieve by other means.

Once a basic solution is outlined and modelled, the topography and the assets susceptible to
being flooded can be delimited with the precision compatible with the limitations of the equipment,
and quantitative solutions can be offered, at the same level as in any conventional physical or
numerical model, using an auxiliary screen to project graphics or figures in real time, making
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a professional facility with great potential.
3.2. Application to a Case Study
3.2. Application to a Case Study
One of the advantages of the MEDUSA‐6 is the possibility of carrying out a flood study in a river
One of the advantages of the MEDUSA-6 is the possibility of carrying out a flood study in a river
area/basin (Video S1). To do this, we need to reproduce the topography of the terrain in the physical
area/basin (Video S1). To do this, we need to reproduce the topography of the terrain in the physical
model and to know the hydraulic conditions to perform a numerical simulation with the Iber+ model.
model and to know the hydraulic conditions to perform a numerical simulation with the Iber+ model.
The ease of modifying the topography and the speed of running simulations allow both the study of
The ease of modifying the topography and the speed of running simulations allow both the study of
the consequences produced by adverse hydraulic phenomena, such as flooding caused by strong
the consequences produced by adverse hydraulic phenomena, such as flooding caused by strong storm
storm episodes, and the design and evaluation of mitigation strategies.
episodes, and the design and evaluation of mitigation strategies.
As an example, a river area has been reproduced in the sand (Figure 5a). This area is reproduced
As an example, a river area has been reproduced in the sand (Figure 5a). This area is reproduced
with a horizontal scale of 1:500 and a vertical scale of 1:250. Downstream, a population center has
with a horizontal scale of 1:500 and a vertical scale of 1:250. Downstream, a population
center has
been located close to the river bank. The base flow of the river has been set at 100 m3/s.
In addition, a
3
been located close to the river bank. The base flow of the river has been set at 100 m /s. In addition,
triangular hydrograph has been selected, which shows a peak flow of 1500 m33 at 0.5 h with respect to
a triangular hydrograph has been selected, which shows a peak flow of 1500 m at 0.5 h with respect to
the beginning of the simulation and a total duration of 2 h.
the beginning of the simulation and a total duration of 2 h.
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4. Conclusions
4. Conclusions
A physical-numerical hybrid facility (MEDUSA-6) has been developed for the modeling of water
A physical‐numerical hybrid facility (MEDUSA‐6) has been developed for the modeling of water
flow in river reaches. This article presents the installation and its application to river flooding, although
flow in river reaches. This article presents the installation and its application to river flooding,
the range of potential applications in the fields of hydraulic and hydrological engineering is huge.
although the range of potential applications in the fields of hydraulic and hydrological engineering
The MEDUSA-6 facility is conceptually based on the same idea of the AR-SandBox module, but it
is huge.
introduces significant improvements related to the quantification of the water flow because of the
The MEDUSA‐6 facility is conceptually based on the same idea of the AR‐SandBox module, but
implementation of the hydraulic simulation model Iber. All software has been developed from the
it introduces significant improvements related to the quantification of the water flow because of the
outset. Thus, the digital elevation models can be accessed directly, and key variables such as rainfall,
implementation of the hydraulic simulation model Iber. All software has been developed from the
flow, levels and scales are perfectly quantifiable and exportable for simultaneous or subsequent use.
outset. Thus, the digital elevation models can be accessed directly, and key variables such as rainfall,
This shift towards a quantitative approach is the main contribution of the installation, one which,
flow, levels and scales are perfectly quantifiable and exportable for simultaneous or subsequent use.
without abandoning its didactic potential, also has a great potential for professional use, and as a
This shift towards a quantitative approach is the main contribution of the installation, one which,
training tool in universities.
without abandoning its didactic potential, also has a great potential for professional use, and as a
The physical installation of MEDUSA-6 is low-cost. The total cost of the box, the uniform sand,
training tool in universities.
the projector, the Kinect sensor and the control PC barely exceeds 2000 euros. The control software and
The physical installation of MEDUSA‐6 is low‐cost. The total cost of the box, the uniform sand,
the calculation model are free to use. We are working on a repository to facilitate access to the models
the projector, the Kinect sensor and the control PC barely exceeds 2000 euros. The control software
and the basic indications for the installation of the equipment, so that any university or institution can,
and the calculation model are free to use. We are working on a repository to facilitate access to the
if they wish, reproduce the installation, without any limitations.
models and the basic indications for the installation of the equipment, so that any university or
institution can,Materials:
if they wish,
the installation,
without
anyonline
limitations.
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